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Produced by Leo Abrahams (Regina Spektor, Brian Eno/
David Byrne, Belle and Sebastian) and recorded in a
vintage keyboard museum in Calgary, AB, with additional
sessions helmed by John Congleton (St. Vincent,
Alvvays) and Collin DuPuis (Angel Olsen, Lana Del Rey),
Look Alive finds Guster at an inspired moment: Creating
the most layered, moody, and brilliantly unpredictable /
weird music of its storied career (Perhaps it was the 30
degree below zero weather that inspired Abrahams to
encourage Guster to embrace “cold sounds” during the
making of Look Alive). The album’s title track opens with
a stark, haunting synth refrain and veers in unexpected
directions from there. Experimentation aside, Guster’s
sterling pop-craft remains irrepressible.

For over a decade, guitar hero / vocalist Steve Gunn has
been one of American music’s most pivotal figures –
conjuring immersive and psychedelic sonic landscapes
both live and on record. His revered solo albums rank
high on in-the-know end of year lists, alongside his
exploratory collaborations with artists as diverse as
Mike Cooper, Kurt Vile, and Michael Chapman. Gunn
is known for telling other people’s stories, but on The
Unseen In Between he explores his own emotional
landscapes with his most complex, fully realized songs
to date. The lyrics evoke voyages, tempests (actual and
emotional), and a rich cast of characters met along the
way - the work of an artist finding a place of calm in the
midst of a storm. You need this.

Capping off a fruitful 12-year-long solo career, singer/
songwriter David Bazan resurrects and reunites with both
the moniker and mindset of his profoundly influential
indie rock outfit, Pedro The Lion, with the follow up
to their 2004 opus, Achilles Heel. The winkingly-titled
Phoenix marks a return to form for the beloved group
– mapping out the emotional intricacies and childhood
experiences of growing up in Phoenix, AZ. Phoenix also
deals with having to be better to yourself in order to be
better to others on “Quietest Friend,” and harkens back
to Control’s “Priests and Paramedics” with a story about
EMTs facing a gruesome scene. The result is a twisting,
darkly hopeful introspection into home and what it
means to go back, if you ever can.
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